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Abst rac t - - In  this paper we establish the local existence of the nonnegative solution and the finite 
time blow-up results for the following parabolic system: 
ut = Au + In vp dx - au r, x E ~, t • O, 
v t=Av~- / f luqdx-bvS  , xE~,  t~>0, 
subject to homogeneous Dirichlet conditions and nonnegative initial data, where p, q, r, s _~ 1 and 
a, b > 0. In the situation when the nonnegative solution (u, v) of the above problem blows up in finite 
time, we show that the blow-up is global and this differs from the local source case. Moreover, it is 
proved that for the special case r -- s -- 1, if (u, v) blows up then the limits 
t-.,T*lim (T* - t) (p+l)/(pq-1) u(x,t) = (p + 1)l/(pq-1)(q + 1) p/(pq-1) × ((pq - 1)l~'l])-(P+l)/(Pq-1), 
lim (T* - t) (q+l)/(pq-l) V(Z,'t) = (p -~ 1)q/(pq--1)(q-.[- 1) 1/(pq-1) X ((pq -- 1)[f'~l) -(q+l)/(pq-1) 
t--+ T* 
converge uniformly on compact subsets of ~, where T* is the blow-up time. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Parabo l i c  system, Nonlocal source, Absorption, Global blow-up, Asymptotic behav- 
ior. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let  p,q , r , s  > 1, a,b  > 0 be constants,  and let ~ C R N be a bounded domain  wi th  smooth  
boundary  0n .  We consider the following parabol ic  system of heat  equat ions wi th  nonlocal  sources 
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and absorptions: 
f 
= Au +/o  vp dx - au ~, x E ~t, t ut  O, 
v t=Av+ fauqdx-bvs ,  xC~,  t>O,  
u(z ,  t) = v(x,  t) = o, x e On, t > o, 
= e a ,  
(1.1) 
where the initial data Uo(X) and vo(x) are nonnegative functions. Equations (1.1) constitute an 
example of a nonlocal semilinear eaction diffusion system exhibiting a nontrivial coupling on 
the unknowns u and v. These can be thought of as the temperatures of two substances which 
constitute a combustible mixture or as the densities of two diffusion biological species which 
cooperate and interact each other (see [1-3]). And it has also been suggested that nonlocal 
growth terms present a more realistic model of population dynamics (see [4]). 
In the past two decades, much efforts have been devoted to the study of the blow-up properties 
for the parabolic system of heat equations with local sources. Several interesting blow-up results 
concerning with the blow-up condition, blow-up set, and blow-up rate are presented, see [5-10] 
and references therein. 
Recently, for p, q, r, s, a, b > 0, the following parabolic system of reaction diffusion equations 
with local sources and absorptions: 
Ut -- AU ~- v p - -  au  r ,  
vt - Av  = u q - bv 8, (1.2) 
subject o homogeneous Dirichlet conditions and nonnegative continuous initial data was studied 
by Bedjaoui and Souplet (see [11]). And they obtained the critical blow-up exponents for the 
above system. But they did not consider the blow-up set and blow-up rate. 
When p = q, r = s, and a = b, system (1.1) is then reduced to a single equation 
- Au  = ~ u p -- au r. (1.3) ut  
For such a single equation with p, r > 1 and a > 0, the blow-up condition and blow-up set were 
studied first by Wang and Wang in [12] and then by Souplet in [13,14]. In [14], the blow-up rate 
was also considered. 
Our work is motivated by the similarities of the structure among systems (1.1),(1.2) and equa- 
tion (1.3). We want to know the effects of the absorption terms and the nonlocal reaction terms 
not only on the blow-up condition but also on the blow-up set and blow-up rate. In order to get 
the local existence of the classical solution of (1.1), we need assume that the initial data satisfy 
the following conditions. 
(H:) uo, vo E C~+~(~t) for some a E (0,1). 
(H2) uo(x) = vo(x) = 0 and Auo(x) + fa v~ dx - au~(x) = Av0(x) + fa u] dx - bv~(x) = 0 for 
all x E 0~h 
Under Hypotheses (H1) and (H2), we will show that (1.1) admits a unique nonnegative classical 
solution. To obtain the global blow-up result, we also need to assume that the initial data verify 
the following additional conditions. 
(H3) Au0(x) + fa v~ dx - au~(x) > 0 and Av0(x) + fn u~(x) - bye(x) >_ O, for all x E ~t. 
Our main results read as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that (1-I1) and (I-t2) hold. 
(i) I f  pq < rs or pq = rs and aqb r > I~l q+r, then a11 nonnegative solutions of (1.1) are global 
(ii) I f  pq > rs, then the nonnegative solution (u, v) of (1.1) ex/sts globally for small initial 
data while it blows up in finite time for large initial data. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let (H1), (H2), and (1"t3) hold, and let pq > rs. If the nonnegative solution (u, v) 
of (1.1) blows up in finite time T*, then the bIow-up is global; moreover, for the special case 
r = s = 1, we have 
lira (T* - t) (v+W@q-1) u(x, t) = (p + 1) 1/(pq-1) (q + 1) v/(pq-1) 
t--~ T* 
x ((pq - 1)lal) -(~+~)/@q-~), 
(1.4) 
l im (T* - t) (q+~)/(pq-~) v(x, t) = (p + 1)q/(Pq-Z)(q + 1) ~/(vq-~) 
t -~T*  
x ( (pq  - 1)lal) -(q+l)/@q-~) 
uniformly on compact subsets of ~. 
']?his paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish the corresponding comparison 
principle and the local existence. The critical b low-up exponents are discussed in Section 3. 
The global blow-up property and the asymptotic behavior of blow-up solution are considered in 
Section 4. 
2. COMPARISON PR INCIPLE  AND LOCAL EX ISTENCE 
"We set QT = ~ x (0, 7"] and ST = 0~ × (0, T]. First, we need the following maximum principle. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that w(x, t), z(x, t) 6 C(QT) A C2'I(QT) and satis[y 
w,-Aw>_cl(z,t)w+/ac~(x,t)z(x,t)dz, (x,t) eQT,  
- Az >_ dx(x,t)z + ./od2(x,t)w(x,t) dx, (x,t) 6 QT, Zt (2.1) 
~,(~, t), z(x,t) > 0, (~, t) e sT, 
~(x, 0), z(~, 0) > 0, x e ~, 
where ci(x, t), di(x, t) (i = 1, 2) are bounded continuous functions and c2(x, t), d2(x, t) >_ 0 in QT. 
Then ~(x, t), z(x, t) > 0 on 0T- 
PROOF. Let K = max{K1, K2} + 1, where 
f 
K1---- sup e l (x , t ) -k  sup I c2 (x , t )  dx, 
(z,t) 6QT t6(0,T] J~ 
K2= sup dl(x,t)+ sup f d2(x,t)dx. 
(x,t)eQT te(0,T] Ja  
Since c~(x,t), di(x,t) are bounded and continuous in QT, we know that K < +c~. Let wl = 
e-gtw, z 1 = e-Ktz, then we can deduce that  wl(x,t),zl(x,t) >_ 0 on (~T- In fact, since 
Wl(X,t),zl(x,t ) > 0 for (x,t) e ST or z e ~, t = 0, if min(wl,Zl)(X,t ) < 0 for some 
(x, t) 6 QT, then it takes negative minimum in QT. Without loss of generality, we can as- 
sume that min(wl,zl)(x,t) takes negative minimum at (x l , t l )  C QT and wl(xl,t l)  <_ wl(x,t) ,  
wl(xz,tl) <_ zl(x,t) for all (x,t) 6 QT. Using the first inequality in (2.1), we find that 
wit - Awl ~ -KWl  (x, t) + cl (x, t)wl (a, t) + Ja c2 (x, t) zl (x, t) dx, (x, t) c Qr, 
and then it follows from c2(x,t) >_ 0 in QT that 
Wlt(Xl,tl) - Awl(xl ,t l )  ~_ ( -K  + cl(xl, tl) + /nc2(X, t l)dX) Wl(Xl,tl ) 
> -Wl(xl,t l)  > O. 
(2.2) 
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On the other hand, wl(x,t) attains negative minimum at (Xl,tl), and hence, 
Wlt (X l , t l )  -- AWl(Zl, t l)  __< 0, 
which leads to a contradiction to inequality (2.2). Thus, min(wl,zl)(x,t)  >_ 0 on (~T, and 
therefore, w(x, t), z(x, t) >_ 0 on (~T. | 
Next, we show the local solvability of (1.1). 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that (ttl) and (tt2) hold. Then there exist two maximal in time functions 
u(x,t),v(x,t) >_ O, defined on fl x [0,T*) for some T* E (0,+c¢], such that for a11T E (0,T*), 
u,v e C2+~(QT), and (u,v) is a cIassical solution of (1.1). Moreover, f iT* < +oo, then 
lim suPt_.,T. (]u(., t)[oo + IV(., t)[oo ) = +OO. 
PROOF. It can be proved in much the same way as in [15, Theorem 8, p. 204] (or see the proof 
of Theorem A.1 in [13]). However, the result here is proved for the case of completed coupled 
system. Therefore, we give the proof for the sake of completeness. Let 0 < T < 1 and M > 0 (to 
be fixed later), and consider the sets 
C~ _= {w l w E C I+" ((~T), IWlcl+,(~r) _< M, w(- ,0)=uo, w(x,t) ls T =0},  
(2.3) 
C~ - {z [z E C 1+= ((~T), Izlc,+.(¢r) < M, z(.,O)= vo, z(x,t) ls r =0}.  
Let (w, z) E C~ x C~4 , and consider the following linear parabolic problem: 
- Au = ./o [zlP-lz dx - alw[~-lw, (x, t) e QT, Ut 
- Av = ./o [wIq-lw dx - b[z[S-lz, (x, t) e QT, Vt (2.4) 
~(x,t) = ~(x,t) = 0, (x, t) e s t ,  
~(z,0) = ~0(z), ~(z,0) = ~0(z), xe~.  
Denote f l(x, t) -- f~ lzlP-lz dx-alw]r- lw,  f2(x, t) = f~l tw[ q- lw dx-blz] s-lz" It is easy to verify 
that fi(x, t) e Ca(QT), i = 1, 2. Using Hypotheses (H1) and (H2), the existence and uniqueness 
of u, v follow from [15, Theorem 7, p. 65], and u, v E C2+a(QT) satisfy 
[UIc2+~(0~) <_ g l  (]U0lc~+~(n) + If l lc~(0~)), (2.5) 
Ivlc~÷o(oT)-< K, (l~01c~+o(a)+ IS?lco(o~.)), 
where K1 depends only on ~ and ~ for bounded T (see [15, Theorem 6, p. 65]). Thus, we can 
define a transformation T on CM -- C~ x C~, and (u, v) = T(w, z) is the unique solution 
of (2.4). We shall prove that T admits a fixed point by employing the Schauder's fixed point 
theorem. 
We first claim that 2- maps CM into itself if T is small. Let ul(x,t)  = u(x,t) -uo(x)  and 
Vl(X, t) = v(x, t) - vo(x). From (2.4), we obtain 
i t l t - -Au  1 • gl (x,t ) ,  (x , t )  E QT,  
vl~ - nv l  = gz(x, t), (x, t) e QT, 
~l(x, t )  = ~l(z,t)  = 0, (z,t) e St ,  
ul(x,O)=vl(z,O)=O, xe~, 
where gl(x,t) = Auo(x) + fl(X,t), g2(x,t) = Avo(x) + f2(x,t). 
(2.8) 
By (H2), we know that 
g~(x,O)[zeo~ = 0, i = 1,2. Using Lemma A.7 in [13] or Theorem 4, p. 191 and formula (3.23), 
p. 200 in [15], we obtain 
lUIcI+,(C~T) <_ lUotcl+~((l) -t- g2Talgl(x,t)IL=(QT), 
(2.7) 
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for all 0 < 5 < 1, where a > 0 depends only on 5, and/(2 is a positive constant depends only 
on ¢i and ~ for bounded T. Denote 
K~ = sup{lAu0 + f~ ]zlP-lzdx--alwlr-lwlL~(Q~); Iwlc~+.(Ol), z,c~+=(Q~)< M},  
K 2 = sup {[Avo + ~ ,wlq-lwdx--b]z]'-lZ]L~(Q~); ,W]c~+~(0~) , IZlc~+~(O~)<M), 
and let KM 1 2 = maX{KM,KM} , where Q1 = f~ × (0,1]. Since T < 1, it follows that Ig~(x, 
t)IL~C(QT) <_ KM, i = 1,2. Then (2.7) imply that 
lUlc~+~(~r) < lUolc~+~(¢~) + K2T(rKM, 
(2.8) 
IVlc~+~(OT) <---IV01c~+~(S2) + K2TC~KM. 
Now we choose M = 1 + max{l~01c~÷~(~), Ivolc~+o(~)} and T < rain{l, (K2KM) -U~} with 
5 = ~ in (2.8). It follows from (2.8) that lulc~÷o(o~), I~lc~÷o(o~) -< M, and then (~,~) C CM. 
Applying (2.7) for some 5 C (c~, 1) and the fact that a bounded subset of C~+~(O.T) is a precompact 
subset of CI+a((0T), we know that T(CM) is a precompact subset of CM. 
To prove the continuity of T, we assume that (w~, z~) E CM, (w, z) E CM and w,~ --* w, z~ ~ z 
! ! in Cl+a(OV ) as n ~ oo. Then (us, v.) = (u. - u, vn - v) = T(wn, zn) - T(w,  z) satisfies 
Ztnt 
-- ar /1  
'Ont 
fo! 
with null initial and boundary conditions 
[z + O(zn - z)lP-1 dO (zn - z) dx 
Iw + e(w. - w)l ~-~ dO(~o. - ~o), 
I w ÷ O(w,~ - w)] q-1 dO (w,~ - w) dx 
I~ + e(z .  - z)l ~-~ dO(z. - ~), 
by (2.4). Again applying Lemma A.7 in [13], we get 
1 
I~'~lc,+,(0~) <-K2 T~ P lz÷O(z~-z ) lP - l ( z~-z )  dOdx 
1 w) 
- -  - -  d~ --+ 0~ as  rl, ---~ oQ~ -a~ I~ + 0(~ ~) l r -~(~.  L (q~) 
L/21 [V~lc~.~(Or) < K2T ~ q lw÷O(wn-w) lq - l (w~-w)dOdx 
1 L~(QT)  -bs  tz ÷ O(z~ - z)]~-l(z~ - z) dO ~ O, as n --~ c~, 
for all 0 < ~ < 1. It follows that T is a continuous map. 
Since CM is a closed convex subset of the Bauach space CI+~((~T ) × CI+~(QT) , by the previous 
properties and the Schauder's fixed point theorem, there exists a fixed point (u, v) of the map T, 
which is a solution of the following problem: 
F 
- Au =/o  1riP-% dx - a lu lr - lu,  Ut  
- Av  = fo  lu lq- ludx - blvlS-%' Vt 
u(x, t) = ~(x,t)  = o, 
u(x,o)  = uo(x), ~(~,o) = vo(x), 
(z, t) e Qr, 
(x, t) E QT, 
(~, t) ~ s t ,  
xEfL  
(2.9) 
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By Lemma 2.1, (u(x, t), v(x, t)) > (0, 0), that is, u(x, t), v(x, t) > 0 on (~T, and therefore (u, v) is a 
nonnegative solution of (1.1). Again by Lemma 2.1, we know that (u, v) is the unique nonnegative 
classical solution of (1.1). 
Finally, we can extend (u, v) to the maximal existence time T*, the argument is just the same 
as that of Theorem A.2 in [13]. And we complete the proof. | 
REMARK. Since system (1.1) is completely coupled, it is obvious that if the nonnegative solution 
(u, v) blows up in finite time T*, then u and v blow up simultaneously, that is, lim suPt_.T.lU(. , t)Ivo 
= limsuPt__.T. Iv(.,t)]c~ = +co. 
In order to get blow-up results, we need the following comparison principle which is a direct 
consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (u, v) be the urdque nopmegative solution of (1.1). And we assume that a pair 
of nonnegative functions w, z C C((~T ) N C2'I(QT) and satisfy 
f 
- Aw ~ (<) . In  zp  dx  - aw ~, Wt
- Az  >_ (<_) In wq dx - bz  ~, Zt
~(~, t), z(~,t) > (=)o, 
~(x, 0) > (<)~0(~), z(~, 0) > (<)~0(x), 
Then (w(x, t), z(x, t)) > (<)(u(x, t), v(x, t)) on ~)T. 
(z, t) e Qr, 
(x, t) e Qr, 
(x, t) e s t ,  
xEf l .  
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND FINITE T IME BLOW-UP 
In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. 
(i) Let C -- max{max~ uo(x), max~e ~v0(x)} + 1, and choose 
B > max C, \ (aqbr) ,] , if pq < rs, or B > C, if pq = rs, 
sufficiently large, such that 
A---~ [1 ((~)qBpq_~. (~)rB rs)jl/qr > C. 
Noticing that in the case pq = rs we assume that aqb r >_ I~l q+r, then we have 
aA ~ > BP]~I, bB ~ > Aqlf~]. 
And then it is easy to verify that (~2(x, t), ~(x, t)) = (A, B) is an upper solution of (1.1). 
Lemma 2.3 implies that all nonnegative solutions of (1.1) exist globally. 
(ii) To show the first conclusion, we choose B = (aqb~/if~iq+~) 1/(pq-rs) and 
Then we have 
aA ~ ~_ BPlf~I, bB s > Aq]12 I. 
The above inequalities show that (fi(x, t), ~(x, t)) = (A, B) is an upper solution of (1.1) 
provided uo(x) <_ A and vo(x) ~ B. Lemma 2.3 ensures that the nonnegative solution 
(u, v) of (1.1) exists globally for small initial data. 
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To show the second conclusion, we use a slight modification of the method developed in [13]. 
Since system (1.1) does not a priori  make sense for negative values of u and v, instead of (1.1), 
we actually consider the system 
f 
Pu(x ,  t) =-- ut - Au  - L v~_ dx + au~+ -- O, 
xC~,  t>O,  (3.1) F 
Qv(x ,  t) -- vt - Av  - /~  uq+ dx + bv~_ -- 0, 
where u+ = max{u, 0}, v+ = max{v, 0}. By the same argument as that  of Theorem 2.2, we 
can show that system (3.1) with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions and nonnegative initial data 
admits a unique nonnegative maximal in time solution (u, v), and it is obvious that (u, v) is also 
the unique nonnegative solution of (1.1). 
By transformation, we may assume without loss of generality that 0 E ft. Now we seek a 
blowing-up subsolution in the self-similar form 
( ~(~,t) = (T - t ) -~W (T -  t) / '  • e ~,  




where W(y)  = i - y2 ,  y = Ix ] / (T  - ty, and a, j3, a, T > 0 are constants to be determined later. 
First, we note that, for T small enough, 
supp (_u+(-, t)) = supp (v+(., t)) = /~ (0, (T - t) ~) C/~ (0, T ~) C ft. 
Next, we estimate Pu(x ,  t) and Qv(x, t). We have 
Pu_(x, t) = (T  - t ) -~- i  (aW (y) + ayW'  (y) ) - (T  - t ) -~-2~ (W"  (y) + N - 1W,  (y) ) 
Y 
) JB(O,(T-,).) -(-T--t) ~ dx+a(T - t ) -~W~(Y)  
= (T - t) -~-1 (a (1 - y2) _ 2ay2) + 2N(T  - t) -~-2~ 
- (T  - t ) -#;+N~M.  + a(T  - t) -~*~ (1 _y2)+~, 
(3.3) 
and 
Qv_(x, t) = (T - t) -~- i  (fl (I - y2) _ 2~ry2) + 2N(T  - t) -~-2~ 
- (T  - t ) -~q+g"Mq + b(T - t) -~  (i -y2)+s, 
where Ml = fB(0,1)WI(y)dy, l =p ,q .  Then for all (x,t) C ~ x (0,T), we have 
(3.4) 
Pu_(x, t) <_ a (T  - t ) -a -1  3- 2N(T  - t) -~-2~ + a(T  - t) -~  - Mp(T  - t) -#p+N~, (3.5) 
and 
Qv_(x, t) < 13(T - t) -~-1  + 2N(T  - t) -~-2~ + b(T - t) - zs  - Mq (T - t) -~q+g~. (3.6) 
Since r s /pq  < 1, we have 
or 
(q + 1) 
- < - -  (3.7) p (p+ 1)' 
(p  + i) 
- < - -  (3 . s )  
q (q+l )  
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For case (3.7), we set A = f l /a and choose A, a, such that 
Then we have 
- <A<min  and r -  1 <-  < Ap.-1. 
p l ' s  a 
pfl > ar, p~ > a + 1, qa > ~s, qa > fl + 1. (3.9) 
And therefore we can choose 0 < a < 1/2 sufficiently small, such that 
pfl - Na > max{a + 1, a + 20, at},  
q~ > max{~ + 1, ~ + 2~, ~s}. (3.10) 
For case (3.8), we set # = a//3 and choose #, fl, such that 
-q <#<min  +1 '  and s - l<~<~q-1 .  
Then we know that (3.9) also holds, and therefore, we can also choose 0 < a < 1/2 sufficiently 
small, such that (3.10) holds. 
So, for T > 0 sufficiently small, it follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that Pu(x,  t) <_ 0 and Qv_(x, t) < 0 
in ~ x (0, T). Taking T smaller if necessary, we have B(0, T ~) C ~, and hence, _u(x, t), _v(x, t) < 0 
on 0fl x (0,T). Choose uo(x),vo(x) >_ T-'~W+(Ix]/T"), then we can deduce from Lemma 2.1 
that (u(x, t), v(x, t)) > (u(x, t), v(x, t)), and then T* _ T, the proof is complete. | 
4. GLOBAL BLOW-UP AND BLOW-UP RATE 
In this section, we assume that the nonnegative solution (u, v) of (1.1) blows up in finite time. 
Throughout this section, we denote the blow-up time of the solution (u, v) of (1.1) by T* and use 
the notation w ~ z for limt-.T* w(t)/z(t)  = 1. We define 
/o' /o' gl(t)--- vPdx, el( t )  -- gl(T)dT, H i ( t )=  al(T)d~', t e [0, T*), (4.1) 
/o' I' g2(t) = u qdx, C2(t) = g2(~-)dT, H2(t) -- C2(~')dT, 
and set 
u( t )  = m~xu(x, t), 
v(t) = m~v(x, t), 
then we have the following. 
~0 t~l(t)  = Cl(t) - a Ur(T) dT, 
/' 4~2(t) = G2 (t) - b V s (r) dr, t e [0,T*), (4.2) 
Assume that the initial data uo and vo satisfy (H1), (H2), and (Hs), and that the LEMMA 4.1. 
nonnegative solution (u, v) of (1.1) blows up in finite time. Then we have 
lim ~ l ( t )= lim ~)2(t)= +o% lim Gl ( t )= lim G2(t)--+o% (4.3) 
t-*T* t-*T* t -*T*  t -*T*  
and there exist two positive constants Cl and C2, such that 
u (x , t )<_Gl ( t )+C1,  v(x, t )<_G2(t)+C2,  (x,t) e ~ x [0,T*). (4.4) 
PROOF. From (Hs) and Lemma 2.1, we can easily deduce that ut >_ 0 and vt _> 0 in ~ x (0,T*). 
Rewrite system (1.1) as follows: 
u, = Au + gl(t) - au r, 
vt = Av  + g2(t) - by 8, 
(x,t) e a x (0,T*), 
(x,t) e fl x (0,T*). 
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Applying the result of Theorem 4.5 in [16], we obtain 
0 <_ U'(t) < gl(t) -- aU~(t), a.e. (0, T*), 
(4.5) 
0 < V'(t) <_ g2(t) - bV'(t) ,  a.e. (0, T*). 
Integrating the above inequalities over (0, t) for t E (0, T*), we get 
/o' g(t) <_ u(o) + a f ro  - a U~(r) dr = U(O) + ~( t ) ,  (4.6) 
• v ( t )  <__ v(o)  + as(t)  - b V'(~) & = V(O) + e2(t).  
Since the nonnegative solution (u,v) of (1.1) blows up in finite time T*, from the remark in 
Section 2 we know that 
t~*  U(t) = lira maxu(x , t )  = +oo, 
t-*T* ze£t (4.7) 
hrs. V(t)  = lim ma~x_ v(x,t)  = +oo. 
t t-*T* well 
Then the first equality of (4.3) follows from (4.6),(4.7) and the facts: U(0) = max~e a uo(x) < +.oo 
and V(0) =max,  e ~ Vo(X) < +c~. And therefore the second equality of (4.3) and (4.4) follows 
from (4.6),(4.7) and the nonnegativity of U(t) and V(t),  where Cz = U(0) = max~e~ uo(x) and 
C2 = V(O) = maxxe ~ Vo(X). | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. To show the global blow-up result, we consider the following linear 
parabolic system: 
ult = Au l  + gl(t) - aU~(t), (x, t) E f t  x (0, T*), 
vl~ = av l  + g~(t) - bvs(t),  (x, t) e a x (0, T*), (4.8) 
Ul(X, t) F v~,(~, t) ~ 0, %¢ e o a x L0, T*), ) 
where gl (t), g2(t) and U(t), V(t)  are given by (4.1) and (4.2). It is well known (see [15, Chapter 3]) 
that problem (4.8) admits a unique classical solution (ul, vl) with ul, vl E C(fi x [0,T*)) n 
C"2,1(~ x (0, T*)). Let w(x,t)  = u(x,t)  - uz(x,t) ,  z(x, t )  = v(x,t)  - v l (x,t ) ,  then we have 
w~ = aw - au" + au" >_ a~,  (x, t) e a x (o, T*), 
z t=Az-bvS+bV s >Az ,  (x,t)  c f lx  (0,T*), 
~(x, t )  = z(~,t)  = 0, (~,t) e 0a x (0,T*), 
~(z ,  o) = z(x, o) = o, • ~ a. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that w(x,t)  >_ 0 and z(x, t )  >_ 0 on ~ x [0,T*), that is, 
ul (x , t )<_u(x , t ) ,  v l (x , t )<v(x , t ) ,  (z ,t)  E f tx [O,T* ) .  
By using Lemma 4.1, we get 
T* 
~0 (gl(T) -- hUt (T ) )  dT= Jim ~l ( t )  = +oo, 
t-*T* 
T* 
J0 (g2('r) --aYS(r)) d~- = lim ~2(t) = +co. t---*T* 
Employing Theorem 4.1 in [14], we obtain 
lira ul(x,t_______~)_ lim lu l ( " t ) t~-  1, 
~-~T. ~l(t)  ,-~r* ~l(t)  
lim Vl(X,t) = lim Iv l ( " t ) l~- i  
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4 .11)  
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uniformly on compact subsets of fL From (4.6), we have 
then we have 
And from (4.9), we have 
u(t) - u(o) < 1, v(t)  - v(o) 
~( t )  ~( t )  _<1, t•  (0, T*), 
lim sup U(t) 
t--*T* ~ -< 1, 
lim sup V(t) 
t-*T* ~ ~ 1. (4.12) 
u(t___}_) ~,(:,t) ~( : , t )  
@~(t) -> ~ -> @l(t) ' (:,t) • ~ x (0,T*), 
V(t.._..~) v(x,t) v l(x,t)  (x,t) • ft x (0,T*). 
• ~(t) >- ~ >- ¢~(t) ' 
Combining the above inequalities with (4.11), we yield 
lim inf U(t) u(x, t) ul (x, t) t-,T* ~ > liminf > lim - -  = 1, 
lira inf v(t) ~(z, t) v~(x, t) t-,T* ~ > liminf > lim - -  -- 1 - ,- .r.  ~ -  ~-~r- ~2(t) 
(4.13) 
uniformly on compact subsets of ft. Then (4.12) and (4.13) imply that 
lim u(x , t )= lira V(t) = 1, 
t-.r. ~l(t) ,-.r. ~l(t) 
(4.14) 
lim v(x,t) : am V(t) = 1 
,-.r. e~2(t) t-.r. ,~(t) 
uniformly on compact subsets of ft. And the equalities in (4.14) show that the blow-up set of the 
nonnegative solution (u, v) of (1.1) is the whole domain ft, that is to say, the blow-up solution 
(u, v) has a global blow-up. 
To show the second conclusion, for x Eft, t E (0,T*), we define 
zl(x,t)  = Gl(t) -u (x , t ) ,  ill(t) = [zx(y , t )qa(y)dy,  
Jft (4.15) f 
z2(x,t) = c~(t) - v(x,t), ~(t )  = J z2(y,t)~(y)dy, 
where ~(y) is the eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue ~ of the following elliptic 
problem: 
-zx~(y) = ~(y) ,  y • ft; ~(y) = 0, y • 0~, 
which satisfies ~o(y) > 0 in ft and fa ~o(y)dy = 1. Using (4.15),(1.1) and the Green's formula, 
and noticing that r = s = 1, we get for t • (0,T*), 
ill(t) = .[o(gl(t) - ut(y, t))~(y) dy = _[o(-Au(y, t) + au(y, t))~(y) dy 
= (~ + a) f~ ~,(y, t)~(y) dy = - (a  + ~)Z~(t) + (a + ~)C~(t). 
Integrating the above equality between 0 and t, we obtain for t • (0,T*), 
f ~l(t) = 131(0)e -(a+~)t + e-('~+x)t Jo (a + ,X)G~(r)e (~+~')" dr (4.16) 
< Cz(1 + H~(t)), 
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where C3 = max{t31(0), a q-)~, } is a positive constant. Similarly, for t E (0, T*), we have 
fl2(t) <_ C4(1 + H2(t)), (4.17) 
where,C4 = max{/32(0), b + A}. From (4.4) and (4.15), we have 
inf zl(x,t) > -C1, inf z2(x,t) > -C2, t e (0, T*). (4.18) 
The above inequalities combined with (4.16) and (4.17) imply that for t 6 (0, T*), 
/n lzl(y,t)]~(y) dy < C5(1 + Hi(t)), (4m) 
~ lz2(y, t)[~(y)dy <__ C6(1 + Hi(t)), 
where C5 = C3 + C1, C~ = C4 + C2. 
Let Kp = {y E ~t; dist(y, 0~) > p} for any small positive constant p. By using the mean-value 
inequality for the subharmonic functions, we can show in the same way as that of Lemma 4.5 
in [14] that for t e (0,T*), 
c~ 
sup zl(x,t)< -:-~-~ (1 + Hi(t)), 
~K~ ~- ' , -  (4.20) 
Cs sup z~(~,t) < - :z~,  (1 + H~(t)), 
~EKp p-.,* 
where C7, Cs are positive constants depending on ~, a, b, p, and q. Then it follows from (4.18) 
and (4.20) that for (x,t) E Kp x (0,T*), 
C1 u(x, t) C7 1 + H1 (t) 
-Gl(t---~ <-- 1 Gl(t-----~ <- pN+l " Gl(t) ' 
C2 v(x, t) Cs 1 + H2 (t) 
-~<__1  - - < ~  G(t) G~.(t) pN+I G2(t) 
(4.21) 
Since Gl(t) and G2(t) are nondecreasing in (0,T*), it follows that for any E > 0 and t e (0, T*), 
f 
1 + Hi(t) 1 ]0 GI(T) 
dT 
o <_ o l ( t )  " <- ~l ( t )  + + ~' a~(t) (4.22) 
T* --g f 
1 + H2(t) 1 ] G2(T) 
dT 
0< G2(t) <G-~ +J° +~. - - as(t)  
'Using the second inequality of (4.3) in Lemma 4.1, we can deduce from (4.22) that 
lira l+Hl ( t ) _  lim l+H2( t )  
, - . r .  e l ( t )  ,~r .  G2(t) -0 .  (4.23) 
i~om (4.21),(4.23) and the arbitrariness ofp > 0, we obtain 
~(x,t)  t.(-,t)loo v(x,t) lira lu("t)l°~ = lim - - - - - -1 ,  lim -- lira ---1 (4.24) 
t--*T* Gl(t) t-~T* Gl(t) t-.T* G2(t) t-*T* G2(t) 
uniformly on compact subsets of Ct. From the second equality of (4.3) and (4.4) in Lemma 4.1, 
'we know that there exist two positive constants C9 and C10 depending on T*, such that 
0<_~<C9,  0_<~ <Clo,  (x,t) e~tx  ,T* . (4.25) 
Then Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem implies that 
Gi(t) = gl(t) = [vVdx  "~ IYtlGP(t), as t --~ T*, 
d~2 
(4.26) l "  
a'2(t) = g2(t) = ./o uq dx ,~ ]ft]a~(t),  as t ~ T*. 
After integrating (4.26) over (t, T*), we know that (1.4) holds uniformly on compact subsets of ~. 
And we completed the proof of Theorem 1.2. | 
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